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PREFACE

K�I�S�S�
KEEP IT SAFE & SURVIVE OR…�

KISS IT GOODBYE!
As crime and chaos in our daily lives continue to rise, it becomes more important to learn how to survive and keep safe what belongs to 
you.  Of course the protection of ourselves and our families are first and foremost but we also want to keep the things in our lives that 
we have worked hard for. 

KISS SURVIVAL SERVICES helps you do that by providing you with products like our Stun Guns, Pepper Sprays, Kubotans, Pen 
Knives and the Heart Attack that help ward off physical attacks. 

We help protect your home and possessions with such items as the Hidden Cameras, Motion Detectors, Diversion Safes and Door 
Guards� 

Our products will help keep you safe while traveling whether it’s in your car with our Auto Emergency Tool, Nap Alarm or a Stun 
Gun Flashlight or while staying in a hotel with our Mini Travel Alarm or the Door Guard Alarm.

We can even keep your canines safer with the Pet Blinkies or keep you safe from canine attacks with our Mace Muzzler and the Super 
Dog Chaser.

We are continually adding new products, so please visit our website at: www�kisssurvivalservices�com  for an update on any new prod-
ucts after the printing of this catalog.  Also on the website, our blog provides you with a variety of Survival Tips & Techniques.

So enjoy browsing through our exciting products and always remember to
KISS!
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Stun guns use high voltage and low amperage to temporarily disable an attacker for several minutes. The stun gun does not rely on pain 
for results. The energy stored in the gun is dumped into the attacker’s muscles causing them to do a great deal of work rapidly. This rapid 
work cycle instantly depletes the attacker’s blood sugar By converting it to lactic acid. In short, he is unable to produce energy for his 
muscles, and his body is unable to function properly. The stun gun also interrupts the tiny neurological impulses that control and direct 
voluntary muscle movement. When the attacker’s neurological and muscular system is overwhelmed and controlled by the stun gun, he 
loses his balance. Should the attacker be touching you, the current will not pass to your body!

STUN MASTER® has been a leading brand in the stun gun industry since 1994 making it a true icon in the world of self-defense. Main-
taining this level of success for so many years in such a competitive field is the finest recommendation any product could be given. Stun 
Master stun guns have a Lifetime Warranty.

The STUN MASTER® L’IL GUY 7�5 MILLION VOLT STUN 
GUN WITH FLASHLIGHT and Nylon Holster Black This lit-
tle stun gun is small and compact. It has a super bright LED 
flashlight built in charger and comes with a nylon case. It 
measures only 3 3/4” x 1 1/2” x 3/4”. Don’t’ let the name Stun 
Master Lil Guy fool you. It has a beast inside just waiting to be 
realesed. Just press the shock button and the Lil Guy thrashes 
7,500,000 volts out of the metal probes. The safety switch is off 
when in the down position, middle position is the super bright 
LED flashlight, and in the up position the shock is turned on 
once the trigger is pressed. Available in 3 colors Black, Pink, 
and Purple. Size: 3 3/4” x 1 1/2” x 3/4”

THE RECHARGABLE 20 MILLION VOLT RUNT is 
easily concealable, and virtually undetectable in the hand 
of a woman or a man. What your attacker doesn’t see 
will drop him like a roach who has ingested a little too 
much Black Flag. The Runt uses a new cutting edge mi-
cro-technology to deliver super powered protection. You 
can carry the Runt in your hand or pocket. If you would 
like to wear it like a pager there is a heavy duty nylon belt 
loop holster included. It now comes with a flashlight and 
wrist strap disable pin. Safety on/off switch. Available in 
Black, Pink, and Purple.  LIFETIME WARRANTY.  Size: 
4 ¼” x 1 ⅝” x 1”

The STUN MASTER® 3 MILLION VOLT RECHARGEABLE LIP-
STICK STUN GUN with FLASHLIGHT is secretly disguised in a dec-
orative tube of lipstick.  Its innovative design Takes it one of the coolest 
things we have added to our product line in recent years. Its small size 
makes this stun gun unique and super portable. It’s only 5” tall, and 
whether you’re carrying an oversized purse or an evening clutch, this 
stun gun goes wherever you go...for your safety, convenience, and peace 
of mind. This little beauty is powered by a built-in rechargeable battery 
and includes a power cord. Under the cap there are 2 buttons: one for 
the bright flashlight and one for the stun gun. The compact dimensions 
are 5” x 1” and this baby will really surprise the heck out of the poor 
slob who messes with the lady carrying this. Available in 3 colors Black, 
Pink, and Purple.

STUN GUNS

SM-LILGUY-PUR  
$24�95 
Purple

SM-LILGUY-B 
$24�95 
Blue

SM-LILGUY-P 
$24�95 
Pink

RUNT-BLACK
$21�95

RUNT-PURPLE
$21�95

RUNT-PINK
$21�95

SM-LIPSTICK-P
$22�95
Pink

SM-LIPSTICK-B
$22�95
Black

SM-LIPSTICK-PUR
$22�95
Purple
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The STUN MASTER® 8�5 MILLION VOLT RECHARGEABLE FASHION 
STUN GUN with FLASHLIGHT is an ultra thin stun gun with a mean bite. It’s 
about the size of a small electric shaver and comfortably fits in small hands. The 
safety switch is located on the side of the stun gun and has three positions: off, 
flashlight only, and stun gun only. The activating switch is the round, red button 
just below the flashlight. This stun gun has a built-in nickel-cadmium recharge-
able battery and comes with an easy to use integrated charger. Simply plug the 
charger into the stun gun and then into an electrical outlet. The LED charge 
light will turn on. The Stun gun may have a small charge when it arrives but you 
will need to charge it for 12 hours. The flashlight is 60 lumens. After the initial 
charge and long periods of inactivity we recommend recharging the stun gun 
for 2 hours. Size: 5 ⅛” × 1⅜” × 1⅛”.   

SM-FLR-BL • $22�95
Blue Lightning Print

SM-FLR-GB • $22�95
5 ⅛” × 1⅜” × 1⅛”

Gray and Black

SM-FLR-CM • $22�95
Camo Print

SM-FLR-AP • $22�95
Animal Print

SM-FLR-FW • $22�95
Flower Print

SM-FLR-SN • $22�95
Snake Skin Print

SM-FLR-WD • $22�95
Woods Print

SM-FLR-GL • $22�95
Green Lightning Print

SM-FLR-GP • $22�95
Gray and Pink
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STUN MASTER® 20 MILLION VOLT BAD ASS METAL STUN 
BATON and FLASHLIGHT - Blind, Buzz and Bash! Introducing the 
all new Stun Master Bad Ass! This 3 in 1 baton is the first combination 
of its kind made out of aircraft quality aluminum. It features a high end 
tactical  flashlight and a powerful 20,000,000 volt blast of electricity that 
will put the biggest, baddest attacker on well…. his ass. Often imitated 
but never quite duplicated, the Bad Ass Baton is made
of some of the strongest material known to man. The 120 Lumen super 
bright LED flashlight will provide that beacon of light in a dark and 
scary world. With its firm rubberized grip and wrist strap the Bad Ass 
Baton can easily be used as a heavy duty clubber. At the front end of the 
baton
is a jaw dropping 20,000,000 volt stun gun. The baton emits an electrify-
ing shock with the simple ease of pushing a button. The baton Includes 
charger cord. Measures 14 ¾” x 1 ½” and has a lifetime warranty.

SM-BADASS • $49�95
14 ¾” x 1 ½”

SM-MULTI • $59�95
4¾” × 2½” × 1”

The KNUCKLE BLASTER STUN GUN is a 950,000 volt 
stun gun designed to give you a punch with power. Just 
touch your attacker to instantly repel them and it will give 
you time to get away. Longer contact will cause further 
disorientation and after some seconds may drop them to 
their knees. Uses 2 Lithium batteries (included FREE). 
Comes with a free nylon belt holster ($15.00 value) designed 
to allow quick access and deployment of this amazing stun 
weapon. This patented device has a soft rubber skin and is 
sized to accommodate all hand sizes. A safety switch is built 
in and accessible to your thumb. Once you grab the Knuckle 
Blaster stun gun you can flip off the safety and fire with the 
same hand. No need to use two hands. One year warranty.

ZAPBK950 • $69�95
45∕16” × 3¼” × 1⅛”

The new and improved MULTIPURPOSE 10 MILLION VOLT STUN 
ALARM FLASHLIGHT is rechargeable and has led bulbs in the flash-
light. It features a stun gun function, 150 db alarm with steady red light, 
bright LED flash light, LED red flash light, LED red flashing light for 
signaling, and shoulder strap. This is a great item for police, security, and 
for self defense. Length 15.5”, flashlight 2.75”, handle 1.5”

FL-LG • $41�95

The STUN MASTER® HOT SHOT is only 3 inches long and looks like
a Blackberry or other hand-held mobile device. No one will even notice 
you have 11 million volts of self-protection on your hip. With a dazzling 
11 million volts, it has the effect of a baseball bat, combined with the 
element of surprise. This uniquely designed stun gun is equipped with a 
safety on/off switch and an illuminated red light that tells you it’s ready 
to unleash pain on your attacker. Uses 3 Lithium CR123A batteries (in-
cluded free), a $10.00 value. Comes with a free nylon holster with belt 
loop. LIFETIME WARRANTY.

SM-HS • $64�95
2¼” × 2” × 1⅛”

The STUN MASTER® 15 MILLION 
VOLT MINI BADASS FLASH-
LIGHT STUN GUN is made of 
high quality aircraft aluminum and 
delivers a shocking blow when used 
as a stun gun, flashlight, or baton, 
You can carry 15,000,000 volts of 
stopping power almost anywhere 
with no one even knowing because 
the stun gun is concealed in the 
flashlight. Light up any attacker and 
leave them wishing they had never 
approached you. It measures 9 3/8” 
x 1 7/8” and has a lifetime warranty.

SM-MINIBADASS • $25�95
14 ¾” x 1 ½”

The STUN MASTER® MULTIFUNCTION rechargeable stun 
gun features 9.5 million volts, a super bright LED flashlight, 
red flashing emergency lights, alarm and disable pin wrist 
strap. Comes with a Nylon Holster. 4¾” × 2½” × 1”
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The PRETENDER 4�5 MILLION VOLT CELL PHONE STUN GUN pretends to be a camera cell phone... but it’s not. It’s a powerful 
4.5 Million volt stun gun. This stun gun will really give you the edge since an attacker will think you are just carrying a cell phone. It 
also has a very bright built-in 6 LED flashlight. All PRETENDER Stun Guns come with a LIFETIME WARRANTY.

To prevent accidental discharge, two levels of safety have been built in. The safety switch must be in the ON position (this will cause 
an LED warning light to come on) and the trigger button pressed before the unit will operate. The standard model operates on 3 CR2 
batteries which are included free ($12.00 value).The rechargeable model comes with a built-in rechargeable battery and an easy to use 
integrated charger. Simply plug the charger into the stun gun and then into an electrical outlet. Free holster also included. Note: None 
of these Products work as Cell Phones - Only as a Stun Gun and Flashlight.  

Comes with FREE Holster and a LIFETIME

PRETENDER-PINK
$69�95

4” × 2” × 1”

PRETENDER
$69�95

4” × 2” × 1”

PRETENDER-R-PINK
$73�00

4” × 2” × 1”

PRETENDER-R
$73�00

4” × 2” × 1”

STUN MASTER® 9 MILLION
VOLT STUN GUN FLASHLIGHT
This rechargeable stun gun flashlight is 
made from a strong ABS plastic and a 
high technology polymer coating. This 
gives the flashlight stun gun a very solid
construction. Not only is it tough but it 
has a high voltage stun gun that will have 
any attacker begging for mercy. The FREE 
n ylon holster can easily attach to a belt. 
The unit comes with a recharging cord,
safety wrist strap and an ON/OFF
safety switch.

The STUN MASTER® COVERT STUN 
MASTER STUN GUN FLASHLIGHT  
is a great addition to your arsenal for self 
defense. The hidden probes make it look
like it is just an ordinary flashlight. If 
given the chance this ordinary looking 
flashlight will light you up and will pump 
9 million volts right nto any attacker. It is 
rechargeable in two different ways. It can 
be charged with the supplied wall charger 
and a cigarette lighter adaptor so it can be 
charged on the go. It comes with a stan-
dard wrist strap and has a rubberized
coating to help secure a firm grip.

SM-FL • $27�95
7¼” x 1½”

SM-FL-C • $35�00
7¼” x 1½”
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PEPPER SPRAYS

Pepper Shot™ Pepper Sprays
PEPPER SHOT® PEPPER SPRAY is a 10% pepper spray rated at 2 million Scoville Heat Units and made with a very fine grain that 
is more effective than the coarser grains of most other pepper sprays. In addition to causing an attacker pain, Pepper Shot swells the 
mucous membranes, which makes breathing difficult, and swells the veins in the eyes, causing the eyes to close. These effects can last up 
to 45 minutes and cause no permanent damage. All models have a locking actuator except for the Pepper Pen.

Pepper Shot 1/2 OZ Fash-
ion Leatherette Holster 
with Quick Release Key 
Chain in Cheetah print 
Black and White.

Contains 6-10 one-sec-
ond bursts & range of 
6-8 ft.

PS-1CBW • $10�95

Pepper Shot 1/2 OZ Fash-
ion Leatherette Holster 
with Quick Release Key 
Chain in Cheetah print 
Black and Pink.

Contains 6-10 one-sec-
ond bursts & range of 
6-8 ft.

PS-1CBP • $10�95

Pepper Shot 1/2 OZ Fash-
ion Leatherette Holster 
with Quick Release Key 
Chain in Cheetah print 
Black and Yellow.

Contains 6-10 one-sec-
ond bursts & range of 
6-8 ft.

PS-1CBY • $10�95

Pepper Shot 1/2 OZ Fash-
ion Leatherette Holster 
with Quick Release Key 
Chain in Leopard print 
Black and Purple.

Contains 6-10 one-sec-
ond bursts & range of 
6-8 ft.

PS-1LBP • $10�95

Pepper Shot 1/2 OZ Fash-
ion Leatherette Holster 
with Quick Release Key 
Chain in Leopard print 
Black and White.

Contains 6-10 one-sec-
ond bursts & range of 
6-8 ft.

PS-1LBW• $10�95

PS-LS-BLK 
$12�95

PS-LS-BLUE 
$12�95

PS-LS-PINK 
$12�95

PS-LS-RED 
$12�95

PS-LS-SILVER 
$12�95

LIPSTICK PEPPER SPRAY�  Ladies, you will feel confident and in control when you carry a Lipstick Pepper Spray If he decides to 
make you feel uncomfortable or afraid, calmly reach into your purse or pocket, pull out what looks like your lipstick, remove the top 
and spray him right in the face. You will now have plenty of time to move out of harms way.  

Designed for women, this powerful pepper formula is contained inside a common looking lipstick that houses a powerful self pro-
tection pepper delivery system. The Lipstick Pepper Spray  is a convenient and subtle way to carry the protection you need into any 
environment where you might find yourself. Contains 20 half second bursts and sprays up to 10 feet. Available in five classy colors: 
Blue, Silver, Red, Pink and Black. Get several and give some to your friends. 

The LIPSTICK PEPPER SPRAY is 10% pepper spray designed for women. This attractive lipstick case is sure to deceive and ward off 
potential attackers. Pretend you need to freshen your lipstick and POW! This ½ oz. pepper spray contains 20 half-second sprays with a 
range of 10 feet and is available in 5 colors. - Black, Pink, Blue, Red and Silver
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The PEPPER SHOT™ PEPPER 
SPRAY is a 10% pepper spray rated 
at 2 million Scoville Heat Units and 
made with a very fine grain that 
is more effective than the coarser 
grains of most other pepper sprays. 
In addition to causing an attack-
er pain, Pepper Shot swells the 
mucous membranes, which makes 
breathing difficult, and swells the 
veins in the eyes, causing the eyes 
to close. These effects can last up to 
45 minutes and cause no perma-
nent damage. All models have a 
locking actuator.

Contains 6-10 one-second bursts 
and a range of 6-8 feet�

PS-2 • $8�95
½ oz. w/Quick Key Re-

lease
Key Chain

PEPPER SPRAY W/AUTO VISOR CLIP�  This is one of our most 
popular pepper sprays. It fits on the visor of your vehicle, giving you 
pepper protection where you need it the most.

PS-4 • $8�95

PEPPER SHOT PEPPER PEN� The Pepper Pen is 
a convenient and subtle way to carry the protec-
tion you need into any environment where you 
might find yourself. A low key package houses a 
powerful self protection pepper delivery system. 
Pen clip easily attaches to pocket.

Contains 6-10 one-second bursts &
range of 6-8 ft.

PS-3 • $9�95

PEPPER SHOT TRI-PACK You get Total Pepper Protection 
with this handy collection of 3 pepper sprays at one low price. 
A 2 ounce pepper spray for home use, a 1/2 ounce auto visor 
clip to keep in your vehicle, and a 1/2 ounce pepper spray with 
a Quick Key Release key chain. 

PS-6 • $19�95

MACE® Defensive Sprays

The PEPPER MACE® BATON provides low profile, yet devastatingly effective aerosol protection against attack. 
The pepper Mace fogger sprays up to 5 feet. Four gram unit contains 3 one-second bursts. Available in five colors. 
Includes key ring. Refills available.

80335 • $35�95
Blue 5¾” × ¾”

80335 • $35�95
Pewter 5¾” × ¾”

80335 • $35�95
Red 5¾” × ¾”

80335 • $35�95
Purple 5¾” × ¾”

80335 • $35�95
Black5¾” × ¾”

Refill for The MACE 
PEPPER BATON� 
Pepper Mace fogger 
sprays up to 5 feet. 
Four gram unit con-
tains 3 one second 
bursts.

80361 • $7�95
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KEY GUARDS
The MACE KEYGUARD ® is approximately 3” long, the compact design makes it convenient to carry and perfect for you if you are on 
the go . It includes a key ring that can be easily attached to your house, office or car keys! This model also features a hinged safety cap 
that flips open to reveal the actuator button, and an orientation tab that allows you to feel when the unit is properly aimed. The Mace 
Keyguard® is a 3 gram unit that contains approximately 6 short bursts with an effective range up to 5 feet. It is available in Pink or Black.

80365 • $18�95
Pink

80366 • $18�95
Black

Attractive MACE® PEPPER SPRAY HARD CASE MODELS fit easily in a pock-
et or purse. Features glow-in-the-dark locking safety cap and key ring.11 gram 
stream unit sprays up to 10 feet. Contains 5 one-second bursts. Available in four 
fashionable colors. Includes key ring.

80390 • $14�95
Red

80391 • $14�95
Black

80392 • $14�95
Blue

80392 • $14�95
Purple

MACE® PEPPER GUNS™
MACE® PEPPER GUN™ DISTANCE DEFENSE SPRAY with STROBE LED - The Mace Pepper Gun is the most accurate non-lethal 
self defense Pepper Spray available. Ideal for distance defense with the convenience and accu-
racy of a point-and-shoot handgun design, its advanced delivery system allows you to spray 
attackers with a power stream of OC pepper from up to 20 feet away and from any angle. This 
Mace Pepper Gun with STROBE LED features a trigger activated DUAL MODE LED light 
that distracts your attacker and helps aim at your target in the dark.

Pull the trigger once to activate the steady LED flashlight feature. Pull the trigger a second 
time and the pulsating LED strobe light is engaged. Available in a variety of colors, Pepper 
Guns are easy to reload with prefilled replacement cartridges and each gun includes (1) Water 
Practice cartridge (1) OC Pepper Spray cartridge and battery for LED light models. You can 
safely DEFEND YOURSELF in a threatening situation with the effective power of Mace Maxi-
mum Strength formula… 10% OC Pepper with invisible UV marking dye that can help police 
identify your attacker. Just spray and get away!

80405 • $69�95
Matte Black
6½" x 1½"

MACE® PEPPER GUN™ Uses Advanced Delivery System utilizing Bag-in-a-Can™ Technology. This new system allows the pepper 
spray to spray like an aerosol in a continuous fashion from any angle, even when Pepper Gun is held upside down. Trigger Activated 
LED Light allows for better aim and temporarily disorients intruder. The MACE® PEPPER GUN™ Sprays up to 25 feet, and holds an 
OC cartridge that contains up to seven 25 foot blasts, cartridges are 28 grams.

80403 • $69�95
Silver

6½" x 1½"

80404 • $69�95
Pink

6½" x 1½"

80402 • $69�95
Sky Blue

6½" x 1½"
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NYLON HOLSTER with 
snap closure and belt loop 
for Mace Pepper Gun.

80105 • $16�95

MACE® PEPPER GUN™ REFILLS ACCESSORIES
MACE® PEPPER GUN™ DUAL PACK REFILLS

Mace Pepper gun dual pack refill 
- Water Training Refills

80420 • $13�95

Mace Pepper gun dual pack 
refill - OC/Water Training Refills 

80421 • $15�95

Mace Pepper gun dual pack refill 
- OC Refills

80422• $21�95

OTHER MACE®  PRODUCTS
MACE® TRIPLE ACTION combines OC Pepper with 
CN tear gas along with a UV marking dye. OC pepper 
causes the eyes to slam shut and brings on uncontrolla-
ble coughing and choking. CN tear gas causes profuse 
tearing, an intense burning sensation to the face and 
disorientation. UV Dye marks the assailant and may 
aid in identification once 
apprehended.

HOME MODEL - High 
powered model is ideal for 
home, dormitories and RV’s. 
Our largest unit features 
flip-top safety cap. 120 gram 
unit, full cone fogger sprays 
up to 8 ft. Contains 38 
one-second bursts. 

80196 • $24�95

The PEPPER SPRAY JOGGER model is ideal for sports and outdoor 
activities such as running or hiking. You can carry it on your key chain, 
fasten it with the belt clip or have it in hand with the Velcro-like strap. 18 
gram unit range of 12 feet and contains 20 short burst Available in Pink or 
Black.

80328 • $18�95 80329 • $18�95

HOT PINK POCKET MODEL This 
Hot Pink Pocket model features the 
original Mace Flip & Grip design for 
safe and fumble-free defense. The flip-
top safety cap prevents accidental dis-
charge while the finger grip dispenser 
makes it easy to aim. 10% OC Pepper 
with invisible UV marking dye that 
can help police identify your attacker. 
Just spray and get away!

80353 • $16�95

HOT PINK MODEL is 
a Personal Model now 
available in Hot Pink. The 
convenient size makes it 
ideal to store in a purse or 
carry while walking or run-
ning. Features flip-top safety 
cap, finger grip dispenser 
and key chain. 18 gram unit 
sprays 8-12 ft. Contains 10 
one second bursts.

80347 • $18�95
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MACE® PEPPER GEL is a (Patent Pending) formulation of pepper spray which is suspended in Gel instead of a liquid stream. This 
Pepper Gel formulation fires a longer distance, uses a stronger pepper, it's non-flammable, sticks like glue and is less contaminating.

PEPPER GEL NIGHT DEFENDER 
has a built-in bright LED Light (33 
lux at 1m). The light activates when 
the cap is lifted. When you hold the 
uniti n the ready position, with your 
thumb placed on the actuator the 
light illuminates the area. This mod-
el is great for indoors or outdoors 
at night or areas with low-light. It 
contains 45 grams and sprays up 
to 10 to 20 short bursts with an 
effective range of up to 18 feet.   2” × 
1¼” x 5”

80352 • $29�95

PEPPER GEL MARITIME is an ideal 
product for personal defense on boats 
– whether on the water or docked at 
a marina – because the thick formula 
limits the chance of it blowing back, 
or away from the assailant in windy 
conditions. The Mace Pepper Gel Mar-
itime defense contains 330 grams and 
empties in 6 seconds, with an effective 
range of up to 25 feet. This model 
features a pistol grip handle with safety 
pin that prevents accidental discharge.

80271 • $59�95

WildFire Pepper Sprays
WILDFIRE PEPPER SPRAY is hot, hot, hot. Made from Oleoresin Capsicum (OC) pepper in a non-toxic, non-flammable, non-lethal 
solution pressurized with CO2. Contains a non-toxic vegetable dye to aid in assailant identification. Derivative of 3 million Scoville 
Heat Units (SHU) - Law Enforcement Strength. This pepper spray causes pain, inflammation of the eyes, nose and upper respiratory 
system. Effects may last for up to 45 minutes. Instructions for use on each unit. MADE IN THE USA.

WILDFIRE 1/2 OZ� COLOR INJECTION MOLDED HOLSTER PEPPER SPRAY has a range of 6-8 ft. Comes with a colored injec-
tion molded poly holster. Each unit provides 6-10 one-second bursts and comes with belt clip, quick release key chain, and safety lock.

WF-HC-BLK • $10�00
½ oz. Black

WF-HC-PINK• $10�00
½ oz. Pink

WF-HC-RED• $10�00
½ oz. Red

WF-HC-BLUE • $10�00
½ oz. Blue

WILDFIRE 1/2 OZ� FASHION LEATHERETTE HOLSTER PEPPER SPRAY has a range of 6-8 ft. Comes with a fashion leatherette 
holster. Each unit provides 6-10 one-second bursts and comes with quick release key chain.

WF-LH-LBW • $11�00
Leopard Print Black &

White

WF-LH-LBP • $11�00
Leopard Print Black &

Purple

WF-LH-CBY • $11�00
Cheetah Print Black &

Yellow

WF-LH-CBW • $11�00
Cheetah Print Black &

White

WF-LH-CBP • $11�00
Cheetah Print Black &

Pink
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CHILD & CANINE SAFETY

The SUPER DOGCHASER uses the latest ultrasonic technology in two ways to repel 
a dog. One is a discomforting but not harmful high frequency sound (20,000Hz - 
25,000Hz), audible to dogs but not to humans. And, the second is a super bright LED 
flashing strobe that temporarily blinds and confuses the dog. Helps stop the approach of 
unwanted dogs up to 40 feet. Also has a training setting. Requires one 9 volt battery (not 
included) and can also be used as a flashlight.  Dimensions:  4¾” × 1¾” × ¾”

DC-2 • $19�00

CHILD GUARD PANDA - Have 
you ever experienced the terror of 
thinking your child is missing or 
lost? We have all had the gut-wrench-
ing feeling of turning around on a 
busy street and finding that our child 
is nowhere in sight. Now this could 
be prevented with the new improved 
CHILD GUARD PANDA. Worn by 
the child, the cartoon animal-shaped 
transmitter sends a constant signal 
to the receiver, which is held by the 
adult. The signal is adjustable - from 
a distance of 3 to 21 feet, so when the 
child goes beyond the set distance, 
the adult’s receiver starts to beep, 
letting them know that the child is 
starting to wander off. The Child 
Guard is worn on the child’s wrist.

Dimensions for child unit: 2⅛” × 1 
9/16” × ⅝”Dimensions for parent 
unit: 2½” × 1½” × ½”

YS-088 • $25�50

MACE® MUZZLE® 
is EPA approved and 
provides safe, effective 
and humane protection 
against canine attack. 
Ideal protection for 
walkers, joggers, cyclists 
or delivery personnel. 
Features flip-top safety 
cap, finger-grip dispens-
er, belt clip and keychain. 
17 gram unit sprays up 
to 10 feet. Contains 10 
one-second bursts.

80146 • $14�95

PET BLINKIES are vibrant, multi-color lights that attach easily to a collar, leash or harness. Pet 
Blinkies are waterproof and visible up to ½ mile away. Available in 3 blinking, vibrant colors: Blue/
White, Pink/Jade, Red/White/Blue.

PETBLIN -R/W/B • $7�99
Red/White/Blue

PETBLIN - B/W • $7�99
Blue/White

PETBLIN - P/J • $7�99
Pink & Jade

PET BLINKIES
REPLACEMENT BATTERIES�
12 Pack
Replacement Batteries

PETAG-3 • $4�99
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SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS 
& HIDDEN CAMERAS

PORTABLE PEN HIDDEN COLOR CAMERA WITH 
BUILT-IN DVR & AUDIO�  This Pen Hidden Camera 
plus audio is a super small camera with a mini DVR to 
record all the action. It even writes like a normal pen. No 
drivers or outside power source needed. It will charge 
when it is plugged into the computer. Perfect camera for 
“body worn” applications. Just click it like you would any 
ball point pen to start recording. Can record for a full two 
hours on a single charge. Recordings can be later down-
loaded via high speed USB 2.0 to your PC for viewing and 
storing. You can even use it as a thumb drive to move files 
from one computer to another. Will hold 2 GB of files. 
Supports Windows 98/98SE/2000/XP/VISTA and Linux, 
auto identifies the operating system, installs related drivers, 
no need to manually install (except Windows 98).

Features: Ball-point pen shape with both video/audio 
recorder and highly sensitive microphone can record the 
audio clearly in the range of 15 feet, working ball point pen 
with exchangeable standard ball-point refill, suitable for 
any computer and other equipment with USB 2.0 Stan-
dard port, no need of drivers and external power supply. 
Supports Windows 7.

Specifications: Image Sensor 1∕6” Color CMOS, Resolution 
= 352 × 288, Memory: 2 GB, Video Format: AVI, Pixels = 
300,000, View Angle = 50°

MINI DIGITAL COLOR ALARM CLOCK DVR - The Mini Digital Alarm Clock 
DVR is the ultimate hidden camera digital video recorder! Hide this amazing camera 
in plain sight since it’s cleverly disguised as a fully functional alarm clock. This hidden 
camera is perfect for secret video surveillance like keeping an eye on your home, checking up on employees or your kids. It has a vari-

ety of recording options including video and audio, audio 
only, still photo, motion detector and works as a web cam!

The 2200mA lithium battery is capable of recording for 
up to 12 hours on a single charge. With the included 4GB 
micro SD card this camera can store up to 2 hours of con-
stant recording. In motion detection mode the recording is 
only active when movement takes place saving battery and 
storage space. This Alarm Clock DVR captures video at an 
impressive 640 x 480 resolution at 30 FPS in AVI format. 
Still pictures are captured at 1280 x 960 resolution in JPEG 
format. Simply connect the clock to your computer with 
the included USB cable to upload your videos and photos. 
FREE 4GB SD-CARD Included.

Specifications: Color Camera Resolution: Video: 640*480, Picture: 1280*960, Pixel: 2.0 mega pixel, Video Format: AVI, Frame rate: 
30FPS, Viewing Angle: 72º, Induction Photographing: 6 meters for straight-line distance, Minimum Illumination: 1LUX, Battery 
lifespan: 12 hours, Battery Capacity: 2200MA, Battery Charge Time: up to 4 hours, Power Consumption: 130MA / 3.7V, Remote IR 
Distance: 15m, Scope for sound recording: 40m2, Storage Temperature: -20~80ºC, Working Temperature: -10~60ºC, Working Humid-
ity: 15~85% RH, Type of Memory Card: Mini SD card, Capacity of Memory Card: 32GB Max, USB Interface: USB1.1/2.0

HC-ALCLK-DVR  • $56�00

HC-PEN • $34�00

CAR KEY HIDDEN CAMERA - Looks just 
like a remote car key but is really a hidden 
camera with audio and a built-in mini DVR. 
No drivers or outside power source needed. It 

will charge when it 
is plugged into your 
computer with the 
included USB cord. It 
holds 8 GB of footage 
which you can watch 
on practically any 
media software that 
supports AVI files. 
This is over 3 hours 
of recorded material 
before you need to 
delete or download. 
Just view on your 

computer. The battery will last up to 2 hours on 
a single charge. 

Specifications: Video format = AVI, Video Res-
olution = 640 × 480, Camera Resolution = 1280 
× 960, Battery = 280 mAh 3.7V, 29 Frames Per 
Second (fps), Dimensions = 2” × 1¼” × ⅜”

Includes: Car Key DVR, USB Cord for re-
charging and transferring video/photos, User 
manual, Gift Box

HC-CARKY • $43�00
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MINI DVR HIGH DEFINITION CAR DASH CAMERA

Mini DVR High Definition Car Dash Camera - Although it is not a hidden camera this affordable Dash Camera with built-in Mini 
DVR is a “High Definition” Car Dash Camera and it works great as an Accident Recorder, Evidence Collector, and Criminal Catch-
ing Device. Every motorist needs such a gadget, and since modern technology makes things like this so affordable, why not have the 
protection and peace of mind? It is better to have one and not need it, than to need one and not have it. With the included multi-pur-
pose bracket and the dual cameras, the usefulness of this wonderful car dashboard camera can be much more widespread; suitable for 

recording any type of action, monitoring various events, and outdoor and scenic photography. 
This may also come in handy for “evidence collection” photographing, and car surveillance. Even 
when the car is parked in the driveway, and you want to find out which kids are throwing empty 
soda cans in your yard on the way home from school, this beauty will come in handy. Surveillance 
cameras are not just purely used for crime and this one can be handy for many situations.

Features: records audio, video recording, and playback; Userfriendly design, Very Portable, 2” LCD 
screen to view footage right from the device, hooks up to a computer for easy footage download, 
dual cameras record inside and outside the vehicle, IR for night vision.

Specifications: CMOS, Angle of view= 120°, Min. illumination= 1 Lux, Memory Card= 8 GB SD 
(supports up to 32 GB), Video recording form= AVI, Resolution= 1280 × 480 @ 30 fps, USB con-
nection= Mini5Pin USB 2.0, Charging Time~ 3 hours Includes: Hi-Definition Camera, Manual, 
Mounting Bracket, Cigarette Lighter Charger, USB Cable, SD Card 8 GB.

HC-DASHC-DVR  • $110�00

EARPIECE CAMERA DVR - Our latest 
hidden camera blends in perfectly with 
today’s on the go technology. Looking 
just like a bluetooth earpiece that you see 
everyone using these days, no one will know 

that you’re dis-
creetly taking color 
video recordings 
of everything! This 
unit is simple to use 
yet features several 
recording modes to 
perfectly suit your 
needs.

Specifications: Vid-
eo resolution: 640 
x 480, Still image 
resolution: 1280 x 
1024, Battery type: 
Internal recharge-
able li-ion, Storage: 

Internal 4GB, Video Format: AVI, Support 
System: Windows98/ME/2000/XP/2003/Vis-
ta; Linux, Battery lifespan: 1 hour, Charging 
Voltage: DC-5V, Battery Type: High Capacity 
Polymer Lithium, 1.3-megapixel

Features: Records color

HC-EARCM-DVR  • $63�00

FLASH DRIVE COLOR CAMERA - This unique color camera can record 
1280x960 resolution video for about 2 hours on its built in battery. Unlike most of 
our other body worn cameras, this USB flash drive camera will also record while 
plugged into a computer! Just pop the drive into any computer and you won’t have 
to worry about battery life! The USB drive camera can be used to record HD video 
on motion activation, take covert snapshots, or function as a regular flash drive. 
This product also features a date/time stamp to know exactly 
when events occurred. This camera features a silent notifica-
tion by vibration alert when powered on/off, when recording 
is started or stopped, which makes this one of the most covert 
cameras on the market. Sometimes when you’re trying to get 
video in a sensitive situation, it’s really important to have the 
right hidden camera. A USB flash drive is something that’s 
used every day by office workers, people at home, and really in 
any situation where computers are used. In other words, you 
can use it almost anywhere, anytime without arousing suspi-
cion. Common uses include personal protection, evidence of 
workplace harassment, secret shopping, and undercover inves-
tigations. Just load a micro SD card into the slot above the USB 
attachment and use the easy 3 button configuration to set the 
device to record. You can also set to record based on motion 
activation. To view your recorded video you have two options. 
You can simply plug the USB drive into your computer or take 
the micro SD card out and plug it into a card reader. Then just double click on the 
file you want to watch. It’s that easy! This product includes a USB extension cable 
and instruction manual. Camera 

Resolution: Color Camera, 720*480 Video (AVI), 1600*1200 Images (JPG), Battery 
lifespan: About 120 minutes, Battery Capacity: 300mAh, Charging Voltage: DC-
5V, Battery Type: High Capacity, Polymer Lithium, 1.3-megapixel, Weight: 120g, 
Function: Photo/Video/Motion Detection Video, 4GB SD card

HC-FDCM-DVR  • $36�00
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BATONS & KUBOTANS

The STUN MASTER TELESCOPIC STUN BATON has three ways to protect 
you: a light, a loud 120 dB alarm and, of course 7.5 million volts of stopping 
power. It’s rechargeable so you never have to buy batteries and folds down to 
make it easier to hide and easier to carry. Its 21½ inches long when fully ex-
tended, and only 13 inches long when collapsed. Just push the tip of the baton 
to make it retract. The full length of the metal rod is electrified including the 
tip. A push of the trigger immediately expands the Telescopic Stun Baton and 
starts shocking. It also has a wrist strap with a disabling safety pin, once the pin 
is removed the stun gun will not work. Very easy to use. 

If the attacker tries to grab the Telescopic Stun Baton from you, he will be 
shocked. But don’t worry about getting shocked yourself if the attacker is 
touching you because it won’t happen! The design of the Stun Master Tele-
scopic Baton ensures that the current will not pass to you, but will shock your 
target through half of an inch of clothing. LIFETIME WARRANTY.

Only 13” Long when collapsed - Comes with a free holster (a $15.00 value) for 
easy carrying.SM-FLEX • $59�95

STUN MASTER® 4�5 MILLION VOLT MINI BATON comes 
with a rechargeable battery, LED Flashlight, Safety Switch, 
Safety Wrist Strap and Pull Pin. Special conductive screws 
will shock anyone trying to grab the stun baton from you. If 
they touch anywhere near the screws on the barrel of the stun 
baton they will be shocked and forced to let go. The innova-
tive screw system has replaced the outdated strip which had a 
tendency to come off.

SM-MINIBATON • $45�00

These SafeFamilyLife solid STEEL TELESCOPIC BATONS expand 
to either 16”, 21” or 26” with just a flick of the wrist. They come with 
a rubber handle for easy gripping and a heavy-duty nylon holster for 
easy carrying. If you are looking for effective self-defense with extra 
reach, the steel baton is for you.

TSR-16R • $18�95
16” Steel Baton

TSR-21R • $19�95
21” Steel Baton

TSR-26R • $20�95
26” Steel Baton

Kubotans
The Kubotan is designed to be used against bony surfaces, soft tissue and nerve points. It is effective because of the temporary paralysis 
or extreme pain it causes. Even for those without experience in a martial art, the Kubotan provides an inexpensive and easily learned 
method of self defense.

The Kubotan increases the power of any strike. It is not necessary to waste time or miss an opportunity by trying to be overly precise. 
It's better to react naturally. Good targets are the groin, stomach, solar plexus, throat, the arm, the shin, hip bone, collarbone, ankle, and 
kneecap. A sharp strike to a bony part of the body will encourage an assailant to stop his attack. A harder, well placed blow can easily 
break bones--especially if the force of the blow is not hindered by clothing. 

 The most basic applications involve striking or poking vulnerable areas of the body with the Kubotan. Generally speaking, swinging 
strikes work better against bony surfaces while fleshy areas are more susceptible to pokes and jabs with the ends of the Kubotan. 

With this concept in mind, a person avoids the confusion and frustration of trying to remember specific strikes for specific targets. 

Batons
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Instead, one simply remembers to strike bones and poke soft tissue and pressure points. 

 There is no wrong strike. Just hit as hard as you can the closest body part. The strike does not have to be perfect. Since nerves are close 
to the surface of most bony parts, even a glancing blow will inflict enough pain to make your assailant think twice about continuing his 
attack. You can also use the keys that you have attached to the kubotan. You can hold the kubotan and swing the keys. Most effective 
when you hit the face.

 The kubotan is legal and entirely unregulated. To most people, the Kubotan is little more than a nondescript key ring. While the 
Kubotan is not particularly intimidating, it remains an effective self defense installment. It really can save your life.

 The Kubotans are made of aluminum and come in various colors, are 5 1/2" long and have either pointed or flat tips.

3102-SF• $5�00
Silver w/ flat tip

3102- RBF 
• $5�00

Blue w/ flat tip

3102- RB • 
$5�00

Blue w/ pointed tip

3102- B • 
$5�00

Black w/ pointed tip

3102-BF • $5�00
Black w/ flat tip

3102-R • $5�00
Red w/ pointed tip

3102-RF • $5�00
Red w/ flat tip

3102-S • $5�00
Silver w/ pointed tip
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HOME AND ON-THE-GO SECURITY

These PEN KNIVES are actual pens that could save your life. They look like an ordinary pen, but feature a 2.13 inch blade that is re-
vealed by pulling the pen apart. Comes in Black, Silver, and Gold.

PK-1SILVER • $6�00 PK-1BLK • $6�00PK-1GOLD • $6�00

The KEYCHAIN ALARM WITH 
LIGHT combines the two best deter-
rents against attack - a 130 dB alarm and 
a flashing light. The alarm is activated 
when the pin attached to the key chain 
is pulled or by pressing the alarm button 
on the top of the unit. Can be used as a 
flashlight without activating the alarm to 
provide additional night time safety. Two 
AAA batteries included.  3” × 1”

PAL-130L • $10�00

HEART ATTACK.  Remember how the self defense 
experts would tell you to place your keys between 
your fingers and punch? Now there is something more 
effective. Carry the HEART ATTACK on your key 
chain and be ready to protect yourself anytime. The 
Heart Attack is small (3.5 inches long) and made of 
tough plastic. Hold it between your fingers and punch! 
Attackers beware!

HA1 • $4�95

The DUAL FUNCTION 
DOOR BRACE works on 
Hinged Doors and Sliding 
Doors. This door brace features 
a non-marring yoke (remov-
able for sliding doors) that 
helps protect against finish 
damage; a padded foot that 
provides sure grip on most 
floor surfaces and protects 
against finish damage. The door 
brace is composed of a high 
strength steel tube: 20-gauge 
steel for greater strength and is 
portable (collapses to 31 inches 
to fit in most suitcases and 
garment bags).

45½” Extended
31” Closed

DOORBRACE • $15�95

Use the SUPER DOOR STOP 
ALARM as an entry alarm and to 
block a door from being opened. If 
anyone tries to open the door, this 
120 dB alarm will sound. There is a 
movement sensor with adjustable 
sensitivity that will activate the 
alarm if it’s tampered with. ON/
OFF switch is on the back of the 
alarm. Uses one 9 volt battery (not 
included).  6⅜” × 1¾”

DSAL-2 • $15�00

The MINI TRAVEL ALARM with PIR SENSOR is an effec-
tive low cost motion alarm that can be used to effectively to 
deter an assailant. It can be activated by just pulling the alarm 
cord located at the top of the unit or 
can detect motion up to 9 feet away. 
Emits a loud 15 second, 100dB blast 
making an impending criminal cower 
and run. 

Just slide the cover down exposing 
the infrared sensor and the off/auto 
switch. Turn the switch to auto, and 
the sensor will start detecting motion 
in 60 seconds. Contains an LED flash-
light, and its convenient size makes it 
perfect for concealing and traveling. 
Uses three AG13 batteries (included).

2⅞” × 1⅜” × 1”

PAL-100TR • $14�95
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The sleek, slim design of this PER-
SONAL ALARM WITH FLASH-
LIGHT fits easily into small hands, 
purses and even a pocket. The activa-
tion pin is connected to a wrist strap 
and when the pin is removed the 
alarm sounds at an ear piercing 130 
dB. The alarm is also equipped with a 
flashlight, useful for dark parking lots 
or when entering a dark building. 
Perfect for real estate agents, night-
shift employees and even children! 
Uses two AAA batteries (included).  
3½” × 2½” × ½”

PL-6 • $9�95

The DOOR GUARD 
ALARM is a very versatile 
vibration alarm. Ideal for 
home, office or travel. This 
alarm requires no installa-
tion, simply hang it on any 
doorknob and it instantly 
detects any vibration. 
When the alarm is tripped, 
it will emit a 98 dB alarm 
for 20-30 seconds, then 
will reset in 3-5 seconds. 
The sensitivity of the alarm 
is easily adjusted with a 
screwdriver. The Door 
Guard can also be used as a 
flashlight. The Door Guard 
is ideal for keeping you and 
your loved ones safe from 

harm whether in your home or while you travel. Not 
sure about that shady
looking hotel, but can’t beat the price? Now you can feel 
confident and safe. Uses 2 AAA batteries (not included).  
4” × 2”

HP-98DG • $12�99

The NAP ALARM is for anyone 
who has ever felt drowsy while 
driving. Some of us have actually
fallen asleep only to be awakened 
by the blaring horn of an on-
coming car. The Nap Alarm is an 
innovative, potentially lifesaving 
anti-drowsiness alarm. It is worn 
over the ear and has an electronic 
position sensor. When your head 
nods forward, it sounds a loud 
alarm to instantly wake you and 
alert your passengers.

The Nap Alarm is not only designed 
for drivers, it is also perfect for 
people who need to be fully alert 
while on duty, for example, security 
guards, machine operators and even 
students while studying or where 
concentration is required. Makes a 
perfect gift. Uses three AG13 alka-
line button cell batteries (included).  
1⅞” × 2¼” × ⅝”

NZ-1 • $9�95

TELESPY™ INTRUDER ALERT is a clever and 
reliable combination of a telephone, a motion sensor, 
and a microphone. The TeleSpy is an ordinary tele-
phone that doubles as a monitoring system. Simply 
enter any phone number you want the unit to call and 
turn the motion sensor switch to ”on”. Should motion 
be detected the phone will dial the number entered 
and upon answering you will be able to listen in via 
the amplified microphone on the unit.

The TeleSpy allows you to decide from a safe location 
if it is a friend or foe before you call the police. The 
listening period is about 30 seconds, then the TeleSpy 
disconnects and instantly re-arms to detect again and 
again. TeleSpy operates from any phone line, requires 
no installation, and is completely portable. No moni-
toring fees, no false alarms.  8” × 3” x 3”

TELESPY • $75�95

The 100db GLASS BREAKAGE 
ALARM is an effective low cost 
vibration alarm that can be used 
for securing windows or doors. The 
glass alarm can also be used as a 
personal property alarm to protect 
computers, TVs, stereos, cabinets, 
etc. Includes one 12 volt battery 
and strong adhesive tape. Turn the 
switch on the side to the ON posi-
tion.
When 
the glass 
is hit, 
knocked 
or broken 
by anyone 
or any-
thing, the 
siren will 
sound for 
approxi-
mately 30 seconds before it shuts off 
and resets.
2” × 2½” x 1”

HP-GLASS • $9�95

The AUTO EMERGENCY TOOL is 
clearly a lifesaver! With 4 emergency 
functions in one, this car emergen-
cy tool is the most versatile on the 
market. The super bright flashlight 
can be used at night in any situation. 
The blinking emergency light activates 
automatically upon removal from its 
base. 

If trapped inside a car, use the unit as a hammer to break the window for escape or use the blade 
to cut the seat belt. A snap-on base allows for fast removal in any emergency while the magnetic 
head keeps the unit handy when working on the car. The housing is water resistant. Easy instal-
lation requires no tools.  Includes: Super Bright Flashlight, Blinking Emergency Light, Window 
Escape Hammer and Seat Belt Cutter. Takes 2 AA batteries (not included). 7” Long

Q-1014• $14�95
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You don’t even have to blow this
compact ELECTRONIC POCKET WHISTLE - just 
push a button. Emits a loud 120 dB whistle for as long 
as you push the button. Useful in various situations 
such as  sporting  events, a locator in emergencies 
(earthquakes, collapsed buildings), referee whistle, 
traffic use for police, military training, dog handling 
and as a safety alarm for crime prevention. 4 inches 
long. Uses 4 LR44 batteries (included).  4⅛” × ⅝”

HP-388 • $19�95

The 105 db MOTION ALERT
ALARM passive infrared system
detects motion in any selected 
area. It mounts easily vertically or 
horizontally) near any entry area 
and is battery operated, eliminat-
ing any need for Wiring. Unit can 
be coded with a personal security 
code and can be set to utilize a 
two-tone entry chime, instead 
of the alarm sound. Mounting 
screws and AC connector includ-
ed. 9 volt battery (not included).  
3½” × 5½” x 2”

HA-125• $32�95

The MINI ALERT ALARM uses passive
infrared technology to protect a room 
from intruders. Producing an infra-
red triangle, the Mini Alert creates 
an unseen barrier that’s impossible to 
penetrate without setting off the alarm! 
Battery operated, the Mini Alert needs 
no wiring and can be easily moved to a 
new location. Chime 95db Alarm 120 
db. Mounting bracket included. Re-
quires 3 AA batteries.
4⅛” × 2 3∕16”

MINI2040 • $15�95

MACE® SCREECHER
AEROSOL ALARM - This 
alarm emits an ear-pierc-
ing blast readily recog-
nized as an emergency call 
for help. Its high-pitched 
shriek can be heard up to 
¼ mile away.  Convenient 
size for pocket or purse. 
10 gram unit has a push-
top activator.  Contains 
approximately 30 short
blasts.  4¾” × ⅞”

80145 • $9�95

The new 3 IN 1 130db PERSONAL 
ALARM WITH LIGHT is the only 
alarm that can act as a flashlight, per-
sonal alarm, laptop computer alarm, 
and window or door alarm. It has 2 at-
tachments. The first is a standard smart 
hook that can be used on your belt loop 
or purse. Second is the window or door 
alarm attachment that can be used on 
a window, door, or as a laptop alarm. 
When the alarm is activated there is 
a strobe light to attract attention. The 
unit also has a button for the flashlight 
function.
It runs off of one 9 volt battery (not 
included).
3” × 2” x 1”

PAL-1LIGHT • $11�95
This HOMESAFE WIRELESS HOME 
SECURITY MOTION SENSOR can detect 
motion from up to 8 meters away and has 
110 degree motion detection angle. It has a 
wireless radio frequency range of  300 feet. 
When triggered the RF signal activates the 
alarm. Uses one 9 volt battery (not included). 
Easily protect every window and door of your 
home.
2¾” × 4¼” × 1¾”

HA-MOTION • $24�95

Designed to draw attention to any crisis, our 130 
dB PERSONAL ALARM is as loud as eight 100 dB 
alarms. The alarm is activated when the strap attached 
to the alarm pin is 
pulled. Travels easily 
on your belt or in your 
purse. 

The Door Alarm 
accessory converts the 
Personal Alarm into 
a portable door or 
window alarm. Great 
for home, hotel rooms, 
college dorms, etc. Re-
quires one 9 volt battery 
(not included).  2⅛” × 
2¾”

PAL-1 • $9�95
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This is a 2 IN 1 PERSONAL/
DOOR ALARM. It acts as a burglar 
alarm and a personal alarm. Hang 
it on any door knob (nonmetallic 
doors) and it instantly and auto-
matically sounds when an intruder 
touches the door knob. Carry it with 
you and just pull out the metal chain 
to sound the alarm and deter an as-
sailant. The alarm is 120 dB. Requires 
one 9 volt battery (not included).  
4¼” × 2¼” × 1”

AL-2 • $10�95

The WATER OVERFLOW 
SENSOR ATTACHMENT easily 
connects to the PAL-1 or PAL-
1LIGHT. The overflow sensor 
protects against water overflow or 
flooding. If the sensor comes in 
contact with water it will sound 
the alarm. This is great for use near 
a washing machine, water heater, 
bathtub, and in basements. The 
attachment comes with a suction
cup for easy mounting.

PAL-OVERFLOW • $2�00

The POOL PROTECTOR pool alarm (not to be confused with the brand PoolGuard™) 
is an electronic monitoring system that automatically sounds an alarm when children or 
pets fall into your unsupervised pool. It’s portable, self-contained and lightweight. The 
unit is simple to operate. Entry into the pool will be detected by the Pool Alarm’s elec-
tronic sensor, triggering a loud pulsating alarm at the unit and inside your house from 
the remote receiver.

The Pool Protector installation is very easy. It sits on the pool deck as shown in the pic-
ture. After you install the Pool Protector, it can’t be deactivated; it is always in the alarm 
ready mode until you put it in Sleep Mode. If someone who does not know how to put 
the Pool Protector in sleep mode attempts to remove the alarm, it will sound an alarm. 
The Pool Protector comes with a remote receiver which can be mounted in your home 
up to 200 feet from the main unit. It comes with a 12 volt power supply. 

The Pool Protector uses two 9 volt batteries (not included) which should last approxi-
mately one year. There is an audible low battery indicator which will sound at the pool-
side alarm and the remote receiver.  The POOL PROTECTOR pool alarm (not

to be confused with the brand PoolGuard™) is an electronic monitoring system that automatically sounds an alarm when children or 
pets fall into your unsupervised pool. It’s portable, self-contained and lightweight. The unit is simple to operate. Entry into the pool will 
be detected by the Pool Alarm’s electronic sensor, triggering a loud pulsating alarm at the unit and inside your house from the remote 
receiver.  15½” × 13” × 5”

POOLALARM • $159�00
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DIVERSION SAFES

Diversion Safes - Hide in Plain Sight
The best place to hide anything is in plain sight. The Chicago Crime Commission states that a burglar spends an average of 8 minutes in 
the victim’s home. Put the odds in your favor, hide your valuables in plain sight. The diversion safes are a unique home-security prod-
uct. We offer a wide variety of personal care, household products and food containers with removable tops and bottoms. Valuables can 
be discreetly stored inside these look-a-like containers and kept in their seemingly rightful places. Each is indistinguishable from the 
genuine product and is even weighted to feel full.

Dimensions Listed Are Interior Safe Dimensions - Pictures are for Illustration Purposes Only.  The design of the cans can change at the 
discretion of the manufacturer

MORTON SALTDI-
VERSION SAFE

Size: 2¼” x 3”

DS-MORTON • $15�95

HAIR BRUSH 
DIVERSION SAFE

Size: 1” x 3 ¾”

DS-BRUSH • $24�95

OVEN CLEANER 
DIVERSION SAFE

Size: 1¼” x 3¾”

DS-OVEN • $19�95

BRUSH FREE 
TOILET BOWL 
CLEANER
DIVERSION SAFE

Size: 1¼” x 3¾”

DS-BOWL • $19�95

BATHROOM CLEARNER
DIVERSION SAFE

Interior dimensions of safe 1 
¼” x 3¾”

DS-BATHROOM • $19�95

FABRIC AND UP-
HOLSTERY CLEANER 
DIVERSION SAFE

Size: 1¼” x 3¾”

DS-FABRIC • $19�95

COMBINATION LOCKING BOOK SAFE

The locking book safe looks like an English Dictionary on the book shelf. However it has a combina-
tion lock and  has plenty of room inside for a small pistol, cash, jewelry, credit cards and much more. 
The interior dimensions of the safe are 9 1/2" x 7 7/8" x 2 5/8". The outer dimensions are 9 5/8" x 8 
1/8" x 3 1/8". FREE SHIPPING

DSLCKBK • $21�95
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HUNTS PASTA 
SAUCE
DIVERSION SAFE

Size: 3” x 2 3/8”

DS-HUNTS • 
$24�00

PUNCTURE SEAL 
DIVERSION SAFE

Size: 2” x 7”

DS-GUNK • $19�00

LOVE MY CARPET 
DEODORIZER DI-
VERSION SAFE

Interior Dimensions 
of safe: 1¾” x 5¼” 

DS-DEODOR • 
$11�95

LINT ROLLER DI-
VERSION SAFE

Size: 1 ½” x 3½”

DS-LINT • $16�95

SHAGHETTI’OS-
DIVERSION SAFE

Size: 3” x 2 3/8”

DS-SPAGHETTI • 
$22�00

CHEF BOYARDEE 
BEEFARONI 
DIVERSION SAFE

Size: 3” x 2 3/8”

DS-BEEFRONI • 
$22�00

KIBBLES ‘N BITS-
DIVERSION SAFE

Size:  1 7/8” x 4”

DS-KIBBLES • 
$19�00

CAMPBELLS 
CHICKEN NOO-
DLE SOUP
DIVERSION SAFE

Size: 3” x 2 3/8”

DS-CAMPBELLS • 
$22�00

DEL MONTE 
FRUIT COCKTAIL
DIVERSION SAFE

Size: 1 7/8” x 3 1/2”

DS-FRUIT • $22�00

SPRITE
DIVERSION SAFE

Interior dimensions 
of safe 1⅛” x 3½”

DS-SPRITE • 
$10�00

COCA-COLA CAN
DIVERSION SAFE

Interior dimensions 
of safe 1⅛” x 3½”

DS-COKE • $10�00

AQUA NET HAIR-
SPRAY
DIVERSION SAFE

Size: 2” x 6 1/2”

DS-AGUANET • 
$19�00

LYSOL BATH-
ROOM CLEANER
DIVERSION SAFE

Size: 5 1/4” x 1 3/4”

DS-LYSOL • $28�00
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MORE PROTECTION DEVICES

SLINGSHOT

This powerful slingshot folds down to a compact size. It has over 100 yard range. Light aluminum frame and split leather pouch.

3704-008 • $9�95

Extra band and ammo for slingshot.

3704-RB • $3�95
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